
Day Trading Options 
with Tradytics
A comprehensive guide on how to use 
Tradytics to day trade options



What is Tradytics

We are an Artificial 
Intelligence Driven trading 
platform that develops a 
wide variety of tools to help 
you get an edge in the 
market.



Where is the edge?

We analyze over a million data points every day 
from options flow, intraday stocks data, news, 
insiders trades, and more.

Based on this analysis, our proprietary AI 
algorithms extract useful information that helps 
us gauge market directions well before time.
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Our most frequently asked question

How do I understand so many 
tools?



Our toolkit
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Options AI 
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AI Tools
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Onboarding traders based on their 
preferences of what would they 
like to do e.g day trading, swing 

trading etc



This Guide

Markets and 
Individual Tickers

Options AI 
Tools

Stocks, Crypto 
AI Tools

Scanners, News, 
Miscellaneous

This guide is about people who 
want to day trade options



www.tradytics.com/options-market

Options Market Summary
A detailed view of the market, and statistics that 
will help you pick up stocks to trade options for.

Part 1: What to trade?



Most people have scanners that alert them for 
different trading setups, we have Options Market Summary for you.

www.tradytics.com/options-market
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Start by 
looking at 
symbols with 
most bullish 
and bearish 
options flow.

www.tradytics.com/options-market
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Look at symbols 
with highest 
volume and 
premium change. 
Those are good 
candidates to 
trade options with.

www.tradytics.com/options-market
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Large flow shows you options orders that are extremely large. This can 
sometimes show smart money, hedging, or insider knowledge.

www.tradytics.com/options-market

Part 1: What to trade?



Don’t have a lot of money, we have some cheaplies that are cheap 
contracts with high volume. Same goes to LEAPs if you want to prevent 

theta from killing you.

www.tradytics.com/options-market

Part 1: What to trade?



Options market dashboard should provide you a good 
set of stocks and options contracts to further analyze.

www.tradytics.com/options-market

Part 1: What to trade?



www.tradytics.com/options-dashboard

Options Symbol Dashboard
A detailed view of the top contracts of the 
underlying stock. This can help you pick up 

contracts if you’ve selected a stock.
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Part 1: What to trade?

What if I directly want contracts to trade 
without any due diligence and my own 

research?



www.tradytics.com/bullseye

Bullseye
AI based direct predictions for options contracts 
on whether the contract price will move up or down.

Bullseye alerts are valid for a maximum of two days. It only predicts whether the price of the contract 
will go up or down. It does not predict direct entries and exits. We will sort that out in a few slides

Part 1: What to trade?
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Part 1: What to trade?



www.tradytics.com/bullseye

Contract Details

How much has the contract 
price changed since the alert 

was posted

Filters to select different 
types of contracts

Part 1: What to trade?



Part 1: What to trade?

Bullseye will give you a good amount of contracts 
that you can trade based on our 

AI predictions.

www.tradytics.com/bullseye



Part 2: How to trade?

Once you know which stocks or contracts you 
want to day trade, how to get the best entries 

and exits?



www.tradytics.com/stocks-dashboard

Entry Exit Algorithmic Engine
Tradytics has an entry exit algorithmic engine that uses 
moving averages and automatically generated support 

resistance lines to suggest entries and exits.
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www.tradytics.com/stocks-dashboard?ticker=AMZN

Intraday 1 minute 
price chart

Algorithmic entry exit 
suggestions engine

Buy 

Sell
Sell

If an entry doesn’t work, our engine 
quickly gets out of it which is what you 

are seeing here.



Part 2: How to trade?

www.tradytics.com/stocks-dashboard?ticker=AMZN

Algorithmic support 
resistance lines

If you like trading using support and resistance levels, 
you can click on the SR lines button and our algorithm 
will automatically draw those lines for you



Part 2: How to trade?

www.tradytics.com/bullseye

Bullseye also provides you a one-click dashboard that 
has the intraday stock price for underlying options 

contract. You can also use it.

Link to alert 
dashboard



Part 2: How to trade?

https://www.tradytics.com/bullseye-dashboard

Contract details

Suggested entry exits



Part 2: How to trade?

https://www.tradytics.com/bullseye-dashboard

How much has the contract price changed since the alert



I want more information

https://www.tradytics.com/live-options-flow

Use our live options flow tool to do 
your own research from scratch



Videos

● How to Use Tradytics Bullseye AI Option Tool Alerts - 
600% Profits in 6 Trades

More videos will be added with time.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ln1XF9Z1Wk4&t=5s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ln1XF9Z1Wk4&t=5s


Thank You

Shoot us a message on our discord if you need more help


